
Killa Statement on Exposing NKJ Sex Cult UK 

Sikh unit was a gang, not an organisation or anything like that. We just did street justice against 

enemies of the Sikhs end off. The name Singhorw was just a tactic to get us into universities to slip the 

gang label which was known to the UK police and they would have never allowed us to do talks due 

to gang affiliation. We were active and done loads of streets justice (blood on pavements). in 2010 we 

shut everything down due to personal reasons, and mainly we were just too worn out due to the 

constant wars and headaches, yes, we are pussies in that sense as Baba Deep Singh ji and old Singhs 

didn’t give up until last breath no matter how old they were. But their Jeevan (lifestyles) were better 

than most if not all modern day singhs, so they had extra energy and blessings. We totally had nothing 

to do with Sikhi scene and went back to totally normal life, all weapons were laid down and I was even 

back to dancing (you may have seen the videos lol) etc But when we was active we dealt with many 

Sikh groomers and pedos etc, if you know then you know in it mans didn’t get way with shit when we 

were active. When this case came to me, I said to victim like it’s been 5 years since we shut down bro 

mans are not on it like that, best you go to different org or police. I put the phone down and just got 

on with my life, after a few days my conscience didn’t let me rest. I phoned him back and I said look 

right now it’s just your word against nkj lot, try and do a phone call or something were you talk about 

incident, so you can take to the police or other Sikh orgs. That’s what we did, the calls were done in 

front of me and a few other Singh’s. As I was suffering physical health problems and I only knew street 

justice and don’t do meetings or ask for help from police or anyone else other than my weapons, the 

guru and my comrades) other singhs took the tapes etc to Sikhs orgs and it was in their hands from 

then (as that way aint my world or method), that is the most I could do at that time, if it was 8 years 

back maybe could have helped in different ways (blood would have been split on the pavements trust). 

But I warned the Singhs that the Sikh orgs have no balls and there is no sikh governing body or 

authority that’s is on it and can give the support you need, as it’s all a shamble and its every committee 

and organisation for themselves. We were only successful because we were a gang that got street 

justice and looked up to no other sikh orgs or Sikhs, just our weapons and Gurbani. NKj lot found out 

I was behind call recording and they tried to shut me up, making threats to kill me and my kids if I 

don’t get rid of recordings and said for me to hand over all copies. The person they went to get a gun 

from, knew me and gave me heads up (he didn’t give them the gun), that they tryna shoot up your 

yard. I told them I may not be active and have laid down my weapons for the panth and humanity, but 

I will still stab mans if it came to my family and kids. Once they found out that I would still kill to protect 

my kids like most people would they backed off or they just couldn’t get a gun I don’t know but I never 

heard anything after the few initial threats. Meetings took place and the singhs that took the case on 

done their best to deal with the situation to resolve the matter anyway they could, they cooperated 

with police and tried their best that way.  Sikh sound engineers contacted them, they gave them the 

audio and all of them confirmed it was real and started telling the sangat that they have tested it so 

any doubts about recording should be dispelled (unfortunately scared of the back lash not even one 

of them wanted to come forward and write a statement). NKJ then they said I’m RSS (anti Sikh org) 

and tyna get rid of sikhi parchaar (Sikh preaching) lol man we been doing parchaar before they were 

lol he is saying people are throwing all these allegations to stop parchaar (yeah right) nah people are 

exposing you to stop you from grooming kids with your twisted parchaar.  I didn’t even know of this 

nkj, until the victim came to me. As I was listening to the calls unfold in front of me, I was like what 

the fuck this is a cult, and most be grooming may more people, but I weren’t shocked as I had become 

numb to the amount of sexual abuse with our community. Unfortunately, the police and cps said not 

enough there to prosecute, they said the recordings are real. But they said the recording just shows a 

warped version of Sikhism but that is not criminal offence, so they dropped the case.  



NKJ said the tapes were edited and the Sikh orgs believed him and swept it under the carpet and it is 

NKJ shows and money in their bank as normal. Sikhs are naïve and will believe a Sikh wearing nice 

white clothes who talks the talk, instead of a track suit wearing, swearing, street guy (our community 

is very narrow minded). But you know I did what I could when the situation came to me, that’s all I 

was capable of at the time, and I have no faith in Sikh orgs or community. But all I can say is I have 

exposed him, some will believe some wont, but our conscience is clear, the Guru knows the truth and 

it’s only a matter of time before the Guru reacts somehow to protect the person who is in the right. I 

don’t care what people say or what people think of me, as only God can judge me, I’m far from perfect, 

but I aint no groomer or sexual abuser Guru kirpa. Right now my hand is on a gootka, and I swear 

down the recordings are real and that they tried to shut me up by saying they would kill me and my 

babies at the time (who were 1 and a half and 6 months), but you can’t strike fear in me I’ve seen too 

much in my life to fear other humans. All I know is when I went back to normal life and laid down my 

weapons, I stopped doing talks, and making raps etc because I was no longer living that high level of 

sikhi which was needed to be on that platform, but when I was doing parchaar, I lived what I spoke 

about. But after seeing the amount of sexual abuse within our community I went into deep depression 

and I just couldn’t cope with it anymore I shut everything down and got married to a moni and started 

dancing and kind of adapting to normal society again. weak minded you could say but it is what it is 

and that’s the way it played out. It doesn’t shock me that Sikhs don’t believe the tapes ae real, or that 

the orgs have no back bone and swept it under carpet. NKJ is one of many trust that’s how much I 

know. My kids will be taught Sikhi at home away from all this fake shit going on, not many real heads 

left. Even when I was inactive (no longer in Khalsa Army) I still put my kid’s life on the line for the 

panth.  Signing out killa, a sinful but real, honest dog and x soldier of the panth.  


